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Willem De Kooning, Asheville, 1948. Oil and enamel on cardboard 25 9/16 x 31 7/8 

in. Acquired 1952. The Phillips Collection, Washington, DC © 2013 The Willem de 

Kooning Foundation/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York 
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MAJOR NEW EXHIBITION CELEBRATES  

AMERICAN IDENTITY, INGENUITY, AND SPIRIT  

 

 

Made in the USA is the most comprehensive presentation of 

 the museum’s American art in nearly 40 years 

 

Washington, D.C.—After winning acclaim and record attendance on a four-year tour, The 

Phillips Collection’s renowned collection of American masterworks returns to the museum in a 

landmark exhibition. Made in the USA is on view at the Phillips from March 1 through August 

31, 2014. 

 

The most comprehensive presentation of the museum’s American art collection undertaken in 

nearly 40 years, Made in the USA showcases more than 200 masterpieces—from romantic 

seascapes and jazzy city scenes to abstract canvases and boldly colored portraits—by more than 

125 artists whose new visual  

language made American art an 

international sensation. 

 

Founder Duncan Phillips was a lifelong 

champion of the nation’s cultural diversity. 

His commitment to collecting works by 

America’s living artists who showed great 

promise—whether they were native or 

foreign-born, artists of color, self-taught or 

academically trained, male or female—was 

decidedly against the grain between the 

wars and propelled The Phillips Collection 

to be a leader in American art. 

 

“It was this ‘fusion of various sensitivities’ 

and ‘unification of differences,’ as Phillips 

described it, that was something to celebrate,” said Susan Behrends Frank, Associate Curator at 

The Phillips Collection. “The Phillips’s American collection is more than just an assemblage of 

great names; its strength lies in its rich diversity and multiplicity of American voices that Duncan 

Phillips brought together over a lifetime.”  
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Edward Hopper, Sunday, 1926. Oil on canvas, 29 x 34 in. The Phillips Collection, 

Washington. DC. Acquired 1926 

Horace Pippin, Domino Players, 1943. Oil on composition board, 12 3/4 x 22 in. The Phillips 

Collection, Washington, DC. Acquired 1943 

Organized chronologically as a thematic 

narrative about American art from the late 

19th century through the postwar years, 

the exhibition aims to demonstrate how 

artists with fresh vision and independent 

spirit captured modern American life. 

 

“Not since 1976 has The Phillips 

Collection presented such a mesmerizing 

showcase of Duncan Phillips’s treasures. 

Made in the USA presents a rare 

opportunity to view our permanent 

collection displayed in what could best be 

described as a story with many chapters. 

The 12 themes, from ‘Realism and 

Romanticism’ to ‘The City’ to ‘Memory 

and Identity,’ serve as a walk through 

time, and echo a compelling narrative 

about our country’s history and cultural development,” said Dorothy Kosinski, director of The 

Phillips Collection.  

 

The exhibition explores a diverse array of subjects and periods through painting, drawing, and 

etching. Highlights include Rockwell Kent’s The Road Roller; Horace Pippin’s Domino Players; 

Allen Tucker’s The Rise; Edward Hopper’s Sunday; Stefan Hirsch’s New York, Lower 

Manhattan; John Marin’s Pertaining to Fifth Avenue and Forty-Second Street; Arthur Dove’s 

Red Sun; and Willem De Kooning’s Asheville. 

 

IMAGE GALLERY 

 

High-resolution press images are 

available by request or by accessing 

the museum’s online Dropbox:  

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ 

j9zf3c3zzky3ywd/NopitBxX7_  
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CATALOGUE 

 

Made in the U.S.A: American Art from The Phillips 

Collection, 1850–1970 

 

Edited by Susan Behrends Frank; with an essay by Eliza E. 

Rathbone 

 

276 pages 

 

Available this spring for $29.95 in the museum shop and 

online at shop.phillipscollection.org.   

 

 

 

 

SPONSOR 

 
This exhibition is proudly sponsored by Altria Group Inc. 

 

EXHIBITION-RELATED EVENTS 

 

Thursday, Feb. 13 (6:30 p.m.): Moving Towards Abstraction: Made in the USA, CityDance 

School and Conservatory Artistic Director Lorraine Spiegler presents an evening of dance, 

drawing upon themes from American Modernism and Abstract Expressionism. In collaboration 

with CityDance and Strathmore Artists in Residence. 

 

Thursday, Feb. 27 (6:30 p.m.): Poets Tina Chang and Maurice Manning read from their works 

in response to Made in the USA. In collaboration with the Folger Shakespeare Library’s O.B. 

Hardison Poetry Series.  

 

Thursday, March 6 (5-8:30 p.m.): Phillips after 5, Mad Museum: The American 60s, inspired 

by the American 1960s, sample classic cocktails while viewing works by Washington Color 

School and Abstract Expressionist artists. Tiffany & Co. sponsors a Breakfast at Tiffany’s 

inspired photo booth and the museum screens a 2008 episode of Mad Men centered on a Mark 

Rothko painting.  

 

Thursday, March 13 (6:30 p.m.): Made in the USA curator Susan Frank discusses the insights 

gained by looking thematically at American art from the late 19th century through the mid-20th 

century, when American art became internationally recognized. 

 

Saturday, March 29 (2 p.m.): This documentary examines Hopper’s work, revealing the social 

context for his art and his influence on international filmmakers like Wim Wenders and Alfred 

Hitchcock. 2012, 52 minutes, dir. Jean-Pierre Devillers.  
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ABOUT THE PHILLIPS COLLECTION  

 

The Phillips Collection is one of the world’s most distinguished collections of impressionist and 

modern American and European art. Stressing the continuity between art of the past and present, 

it offers a strikingly original and experimental approach to modern art by combining works of 

different nationalities and periods in displays that change frequently. The setting is similarly 

unconventional, featuring small rooms, a domestic scale, and a personal atmosphere. Artists 

represented in the collection include Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Vincent van Gogh, Edgar Degas, 

Henri Matisse, Pierre Bonnard, Paul Cézanne, Pablo Picasso, Paul Klee, Claude Monet, Honoré 

Daumier, Georgia O’Keeffe, Arthur Dove, Mark Rothko, Milton Avery, Jacob Lawrence, and 

Richard Diebenkorn, among others. The Phillips Collection, America’s first museum of modern 

art, has an active collecting program and regularly organizes acclaimed special exhibitions, many 

of which travel internationally. The Intersections series features projects by contemporary artists, 

responding to art and spaces in the museum. The Phillips also produces award-winning education 

programs for K–12 teachers and students, as well as for adults. The museum’s Center for the 

Study of Modern Art explores new ways of thinking about art and the nature of creativity, 

through artist visits and lectures, and provides a forum for scholars through courses, postdoctoral 

fellowships, and internships. Since 1941, the museum has hosted Sunday Concerts in its wood-

paneled Music Room. The Phillips Collection is a private, non-government museum, supported 

primarily by donations.  
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